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A Winter in Bath, 1796–97: Life Writing and the Irish Adolescent Self

Amy Prendergast
Trinity College Dublin

Abstract
The diary form affords multiple generations of women with a vehicle for expressing themselves, and is particularly germane to younger writers, developing a voice, and shaping a sense of self as they emerge from childhood. Charting her travels from Ireland to Bath, the manuscript diary (1796–97) of Charity Lecky is exceptionally useful in exploring intersections with other genres, particularly the novel, while also affording us with an adolescent’s observations on life, and on Bath as international marriage market. The categories of youth, gender, and nation all play strong roles in Charity’s evolving sense of self, and enable us to explore these intersections and how they can inform a young person’s sense of worth. Frequently dismissed by male contemporaries as preoccupied only with balls and marriage prospects, the voices of such figures were repeatedly marginalised. This article prioritises both these voices and the diary form itself, and fuses their legitimate interest in courtship with a concern and fascination with national identity, recognising the value of young women’s opinions, and demonstrating how we might better understand the evolution of personal identities through inclusion of such source material.
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Diaries from eighteenth-century Ireland offer first-hand accounts of women’s daily activities and concerns, their intellectual formation, educational development, spiritual engagement, and perceived personal successes and failures. These diaries offered Protestant women in Ireland a platform that proved cross-generational in appeal, with women of all ages engaged in journal-keeping. The breadth of ages is immediately apparent in a survey of those diaries that survive from the late 1790s: the diary of Anne Jocelyn, Countess of Roden (1730–1802) embodies that of the older woman, contemplating her life’s achievements and her role as grandmother, as well as mother to fellow diarist Harriet Skeffington; the entries of Marianne Fortescue (1767–1849) showcase the preoccupations of a middle-aged woman, tending to her husband and children, and reflecting on the Irish Rebellion of 1798; whilst the youthful enthusiasm and aspirations within the diary of Elizabeth Edgeworth (1781–1800) are cut short by her premature death from tuberculosis when the diarist is still in her teens. The diary form provides all these generations of women with a vehicle for expressing themselves, but it is particularly germane to younger writers. Developing a voice, and shaping a sense of selfhood as they emerge from childhood, these diarists seek models to identify with and which to emulate, while attempting to portray a coherent sense of self. By engaging closely with the diary of Charity Lecky, in Bath from Ireland in the winter of 1796–97, this article will further our understanding of how adolescent writers use the diary form, providing an intersectional analysis of youth, gender, and national identity.

Life writing is key to our understanding of women’s participation in manuscript culture and literary culture more broadly. Analysis of diaries enables us to recognise women’s creativity, and their engagement with a developing textual form that allowed them to explore their subjectivity and to experiment with narrative voice and style. This is particularly true in the case of young girls entering adolescence and attempting to articulate their emerging sense of selfhood. Though dating from the late nineteenth century, the term adolescent can be applied constructively to earlier periods, allowing recognition of the many continuities in adolescent behavioural patterns and attitudes, particularly those related to an emerging sense of selfhood, evident in life writing. While the Irish diarists are motivated to write from a variety of reasons, and are drawn from across the Protestant denominations and social classes, one notable feature in many diaries charting this life stage is the spectrum of emotion evoked by the prospect of marriage and entrance into the marriage market, sparking anticipation and excitement, but also trepidation and anxiety. These emotions are filtered and selected by the diarists as they attempt to navigate these fraught,
transitional moments and environments, and to craft a mature diurnal voice as part of their quest for coherent representation of the self.

As the marriage market itself developed in the later eighteenth century, Bath became recognised, alongside London, as one of the most popular international marriage markets. Characterised as ‘the resort of the inhabitants of all climates and of people of every age and description’, Bath came to provide the setting for the unfolding of various marriage plots and their contingent narrative complications, with the mixing of people from different locale. Consequently, Bath became an invaluable site for comparative analyses and socio-cultural observations across literature, with Frances Sheridan’s play *A Journey to Bath* (c. 1765) and her son Richard Brinsley’s *The Rivals* (1775) representing key examples, alongside novels by Jane Austen, Frances Burney, and Amelia Opie. In addition to its role in the development of the novel and the marriage plot, a visit to the town was frequently the motivation behind the creation of a diary. Being a space that promoted pageantry and self-exhibition, the visitor to Bath could present themselves to a new audience, while simultaneously observing others do the same, with everyone engaged in the moulding and formation of character. Particularly attractive to young people, Bath affords the adolescent diarist the opportunity to position herself amongst those from different countries, allowing the crafting of a distinctive narrative voice, based upon a spectrum of affiliation.

One diary, surviving in the Beinecke Library at Yale University, coexists exclusively with the young diarist’s journey to and from Bath, and her time in that city in the winter of 1796–97, providing us with the opportunity to assess the adolescent self within a national framework. Catalogued as anonymous, but written by a female member of the Lecky family from Co. Derry in Ireland, Charity Lecky, born in 1782, is the most likely author. This previously-overlooked, 90-page diary affords us with an adolescent’s observations on life and the self. The diary provides us with the observations of a 14-15-year-old on a variety of people and places, frequently considered through the lens of national affiliation. The categories of youth, gender, and nation all play strong roles in the diarist’s evolving sense of self, and enable us to explore these intersections and how they can inform a young person’s sense of worth. Exploration of Charity Lecky’s diary allows us to investigate the creation of a distinctive narrative voice, one that draws upon the epistolary novels of the eighteenth century, while also interrogating the diarist’s foregrounding of questions of nation, and exploring the anxieties and interests of a young Irish girl negotiating a new environment, being observed by potential partners and observing others. Entries charting friendships and flirting coexist with others fearing singlehood and pining for...
a certain body shape, consistent with our sense of adolescent diaries from later periods. Frequently dismissed by male contemporaries as preoccupied only with balls and marriage prospects, the voices of young women and adolescents were repeatedly marginalised, as Charity’s entries make clear. This article prioritises both these voices and the diary form itself, and fuses their legitimate interest in courtship with a concern and fascination with national identity, recognising the value of young women’s opinions, and demonstrating how we might better understand the evolution of personal identities through inclusion of such source material.

The Development of a Novel Voice

Just as the earlier spiritual diary draws on a variety of secular forms, particularly account books, but also travel diaries, almanacs, and chronicles, the eighteenth-century diary is also in dialogue with many literary forms, with diarists notably engaging with travel narratives and first-person fictions. Charity Lecky’s diary is exceptionally useful in exploring intersections with emerging genres, particularly the novel, and offers the possibility of identifying and exploring connections between life writing and realism, sentimentalism, the picaresque, and the Gothic. One crucial influence upon Lecky’s diary is Tobias Smollett’s picaresque novel *The Expedition of Humphry Clinker* (1771). There are many echoes of that epistolary novel throughout Lecky’s diary, and the character of Lydia Melford seems to have provided the very model for Charity Lecky’s portrayal of herself, such are the similarities in expression, phrases, and markers of both adolescents’ youth and ostensible naiveté, as well as their later confidence and maturity. Additionally, there are multiple narrative parallels in evidence throughout, including of course the seventeen-year old Lydia’s visit to Bath, but also the journey as a whole. Travel from the periphery to the metropole, whether it be from provincial Ireland or Wales, represents the core motivation behind the two texts, with both novel and diary engaging with the experiences of marginality and the realities of the marriage market. However, in Smollett’s novels, including *Humphry Clinker*, we see the ‘marginalised protagonists’ progress towards a British identity’, whereas in Lecky’s diary what we are presented with is the overt celebration of an inclusive Irishness. This is accompanied by simultaneous reflections upon the multi-cultural nature of British identity, one very much composed of discrete national identities. Charity Lecky’s experience of travel through Britain provokes reflections on questions of national affiliation and the adolescent sense of self, particularly through her assessment of prospective partners and mixed-gender associational life in light of questions of nationality. It also prompts
consideration of issues of inclusivity, diversity, and multinationalism, all remarkably pertinent to contemporary discourses surrounding shifting concepts of Britishness, Irishness and Europeanness.\textsuperscript{16}

A wide variety of formal mechanisms and narrative structures are drawn upon in creating a diary, while published travel writings are frequently used as inspiration for diarists who are writing whilst away from home, espousing the functionality of the travel journal.\textsuperscript{17} Another diarist in Bath from Ireland in 1797 was the 30-year-old Marianne Fortescue, of Co. Louth. Fortescue’s preference is largely for short sentences in an unornamented style. She generally employs the past tense and the pluperfect, as well as the progressive present perfect in order to carefully record daily events and calibrate her emotional state. Fortescue’s writing also displays the ‘iterative patterning’ recognised as characteristic of women’s espousal of journal writing in particular.\textsuperscript{18} It is clear that Charity Lecky is taking care with her recordings and experimenting with styles. She seems cognisant of the possibility of using the diary format as one in which to hone her style and her method of communication. This is in opposition to her impression of her own clumsiness while speaking, such as when she is the recipient of a gift, which ‘I was very thankful for, but, as usual I lost all power of articulation at that time & could scarcely say I was obliged to her’ (17-3-1797). The written diary allows her more time to compose her thoughts and communicate her opinions, judgements, and observations, working through her thoughts on questions of self, nation, and age in particular, as she undertakes her journey. Charity Lecky’s diary presents us with an excited, impressed, and at times mesmerised perspective on Bath. It draws upon a highly-charged style of writing, and her account of life there is one loaded with hyperbole, with one superlative following another in a breathless, excited style so that she describes events and interactions as being the best ever encountered or experienced: ‘it was one of the pleasantest entertainments I had ever been at’ (24-1-1797); ‘the most beautiful elegant dance I ever saw’ (3-3-1797). Such superlatives remind us of the writer’s youth, and suggest one well versed in the novels of the day, rather than an adherent to the conduct literature targeted at her age group.\textsuperscript{19}

Her descriptions of Gothic landscapes with portending precipices and sublime landscapes on her way to and from Bath are quintessentially Radcliffian in composition. Her journey is communicated with a sense of danger and menace, so that the writer is confronted by ‘a dreadfull rock hanging over as if ready to tumble on the road - so steep that we were in danger of falling over the horses’ (11-5-1797), before coming face to face with ‘another shocking mountain where we had the open ocean to the right & a tremendous rock to the left’ (ibid). Such descriptions set the
diarist up as the heroine of the composition, facing such circumstances with courage and strength. She is a Julia or an Emilia overcoming obstacles and avoiding dangerous accidents, all conveyed with a narrative depth akin to that of a novel. Indeed, Charity Lecky’s diary repeatedly echoes the tone of those letters written by Smollett’s Lydia Melford, emulating their freshness and excitement. Lydia’s writing style is also one infused with hyperbole and superlatives, ‘We went accordingly to Lough Lomond, one of the most enchanting spots in the whole world.’ Her style is also imbued with excess sensibility, wherein encounters and friendships with other young women are met with deep joys, sorrows, and aspirations: ‘I hope, the friendship we contracted at boarding-school, will last for life ... O, my dear Letty.’ (10). The character’s epistolary correspondence with Laetitia Willis showcases that privileging of friendship so often associated with adolescence, wherein one notes a quest for independence, and a rebellion against parental structures. We can note such markers of sensibility and high-charged friendships throughout Charity Lecky’s diary too. Taking leave of a friend, for example, is recorded with dramatic flair, ‘Miss S bid us adieu, I fear for ever, we have but little chance of meeting in this world again.’ (2-11-1796).

While Charity Lecky makes use of the popular Gothic tropes of the 1790s for her descriptions of the dangerous carriage ride, the device of the carriage spill itself is of course central to the plot of *Humphry Clinker*, allowing the eponymous character’s true identity to be revealed. The nature of travel permits the fictional letter writer to encounter new environs and new people, and the journey from Wales to Bath undertaken by Lydia – related to us alongside the voices of her brother, uncle, aunt, and aunt’s maid – foregrounds issues of nationality and difference. During her own travels across Britain, while Charity Lecky is remarking upon the customs and differences that she is presented with, those she encounters also seek to determine the diarist’s own origins. A fellow coach traveller engaged her, for example, and ‘asked me if I was not a Scot, to which I answered in the affirmative, at the same time shewing the ribbons by which my scissors & pin cushion were fastened as a proof that what I said was not quite out of the way (they both Plaid)’ (28-10-1796). Charity Lecky’s family were of Scottish origin, descendants of Captain Alexander Leckie (1631–1717), son of the 11th Laird of Leckie, who moved to Ireland from Leckie, Stirling in Scotland. Captain Leckie acted as commissioner on behalf of the city during the Siege of Derry in 1688. This siege was explicitly commemorated one hundred years later, during the election campaign of 1790, in which the diarist’s own father was elected to serve as Member of Parliament in the House of Commons in Dublin, a role he filled until 1797:
After the mayor had declared Lecky elected, reformers had carried their new MP from the town hall in a chair made from one of the gates that had stood the Siege. They placed the chair on a square pedestal, from which rose four green pillars ... supporting a circular canopy ... The city arms and the words ‘The Relief of Derry 1790’ appeared on the front of the canopy and, on the top there was a green silk flag, displaying the Irish Harp, a wreath of shamrocks, and the inscription Pro Patria Semper [Always for my country].

As N.C. Fleming and others have noted, the shamrock held an appeal ‘not just for Catholics but for the state, members of the establishment in general, and for protestants of “enlightened” views.’ In the embracing of Irish symbols here, we can see a disconnect between an exclusive association of such symbols with those subscribing to Gaelic ethnicity and Catholicism. Used in a different way, and to commemorate an incident of Protestant success, the same symbols later espoused by nationalists are here used by Ulster MPs to highlight their commitment to an explicitly Irish identity. While the public symbolisms inherent in the election campaign and the written recording of speeches were the preserve of men, the donning of Irish symbols and the commitment of such adornment to paper were clearly avenues open to Charity Lecky, whose diary also features symbols of Irishness: ‘Friday March 17th being Patrick’s Day I mounted a large Shamrock in my hat.’ (17-3-1797). Thus, the diarist is careful to adorn herself with a visual signifier of her connection to Ireland, as well as to note and explore this facet of her identity within her diary.

While one still finds examples in the 1790s of diarists from Ireland either ignoring or vociferously rejecting any Irish elements of their identity – such as in the diary of Marianne Fortescue or in that of the poet and writer Melesina Trench (1768–1826) – with the diary of Charity Lecky we see someone explicitly acknowledging and indeed celebrating and embracing these Irish elements, and defending the character of her Roman Catholic countrymen and women. The early modern origins of the diary form foreground its fundamental connections with Protestantism. Concepts of self-accounting and improvement, wherein the writer seeks to account for their failings and achievements without the confessional sacrament available to Catholics, are intrinsic to the development of various Protestant faiths. By the middle of the eighteenth century, a shift away from the primarily religious, spiritual diaries had taken place, but these more secular works were still composed principally by those belonging to the Protestant faith. Contemporary historians still posit how ‘Protestantism was central to the concept of what it meant to be British’, and Lecky’s very act of writing a diary mark her out from the majority of her fellow Irish women,
as an activity associated with Protestant faiths. Yet it is the diary that allows her a platform for exploring her Irishness and provides her with the opportunity to conceptualise an Irish identity that is encompassing and diverse in its composition, frequently placing it at the forefront of her sense of self. Her pride in Irish successes is explicitly signalled on numerous occasions: ‘went to see the -- curious pieces of mechanism which seemed to have rational powers, & I gloried they were all made by an Irishman.’ (22-11-1796). Charity Lecky’s initial journey across both countries culminates in her arrival in Bath, where she is presented with a vast marriage market composed of men and women from across Europe. She uses the diary form both to better negotiate Bath and to comprehend her own position, employing the diary entries to interpret and scrutinise her encounters. The diary reveals an increasing awareness of the limitations imposed on Charity by both her gender and her age, communicated through a diurnal voice that closely echoes those of the young women featured in contemporary novels, as she meticulously records her interactions with those of the opposite sex.

‘I got plenty of Dancing & most Excellent partners – English Irish & Frenchmen’: Cosmopolitan Courtship

Entrance into the marriage market represented a transitional moment in the lives of middle-class young women, as they attempted to gain social advancement and assist their families by marrying well. This was frequently met with anticipation and anxiety, as the whole education and social formation of girls was calculated for their entrance into society, where they were to be displayed by older family members. The opening of Maria Edgeworth’s Belinda (1801) famously disparages the actions of Mrs Stanhope, who took every opportunity ‘of showing her niece off’, as Clarence Hervey describes, ‘...for last winter, when I was at Bath, she was hawked about every where, and the aunt was puffing her with might and main...’ Lydia Melford’s eschewal of the proper avenues of courtship and the marriage market lead to her removal from boarding school after the discovery of an unapproved courtship with an actor going by the name of Wilson, with whom she intends to elope. Lydia later reforms, adheres to behaviours expected of her, and resumes her relationship with the young man under proper supervision and less morally dubious surrounds, her moral reformation further signalled by her new preference for the country over the town. Several days before arriving in Bath, Charity Lecky encountered those steps in the city walls of Chester, built in 1785, known as the Wishing Steps. Her companions encourage her to hold her breath until she reaches the top, and to make a wish. Her diary records that
she directs this wish towards the successful acquisition of ‘good partners at the Bath balls’, ruminating that ‘experience will decide whether it has any effect or not.’ (27-10-1796). Lecky is aware of the pressures upon her, and is fearful of becoming an older unmarried woman, or an ‘old maid’: ‘2 sisters lodging in the house… one of them an old maid… (God grant I may not be one)’ (2-11-1796).35

Charity Lecky is primarily viewed as a commodity upon the Bath marriage market, there to be inspected and assessed by all drawn there from different countries. Early in the diary, the writer laments the tendency of adults to assess her developing body and remark upon her recent physical changes: ‘but then visiting and being visited & the like began, & I was tired of hearing how tall I was grown, & some saying they’d have known me, and others not etc etc.’ (2-11-1796). This attitude of inspection intensifies during her stay in Bath, when it becomes clear that Charity Lecky, and in particular her physical appearance, is constantly being scrutinized, as she is regarded as a potential partner. This process is all the more intimidating as, given Bath’s international visitors, the scrutiny is sometimes conducted in a language Charity does not understand. Her appearance is dissected by the Prince of Orange and his wife, for example, the latter of whom, ‘fixed her eyes on me, came close & stared in my face - smiled at me & then patting the Stadtholder made him look round at me - they conversed for some time in Dutch - ever & anon looking steadfastly at me.’ (3-1-1797).

This joint assessment by both sexes is not an isolated incident, nor is the ensuing oral appraisal. On another occasion, Charity is again subjected to intense scrutiny, this time in the English language:

[Major M] examined me from top to toe, at least as much of me as he could see, & then after … he went to a Lady & directed her to look at me – she is cursedly wrong said she pretty loud… she is ugly for all that. (7-11-1796).

Lecky sarcastically notes that, ‘this was entertaining’, and such comments must have been difficult to internalize. Her diary contains numerous occasions wherein she reflects upon her appearance and the manner in which she is perceived by others, regretting her outmoded clothing on one date, and her unfashionable hairstyle on another.36 One entry, which was simply recording her day, is intercut with the parenthetical comment, ‘(I wish I was thin)’.37 The linking of personal value and worth with physical appearance seems to be constantly at the back of Charity Lecky’s mind, interfering with her sense of self and her daily achievements.

Lecky does however engage in some scrutiny herself, ‘I sat next General Erwin & examining him from top to toe, & listening to all he said I liked him better than any
other man I had seen since I came to Bath’ (5-12-1796). Here we see the diarist use the identical expression applied to her, so that the assessment is not quite as one-directed as it at first appears. Though many entries illustrate her naiveté and inexperience,38 there are also hints of flirtation and of her welcome popularity amongst the opposite sex: ‘I had beaus enough and flirted a little’ (22-2-1797).39 Like Lydia initially, Charity is enjoying these newfound attentions and freedoms, and certainly appraising prospective candidates. Indeed, while Lecky and other young girls, including fictional counterparts such as Edgeworth’s Belinda or Frances Burney’s Evelina, are at a disadvantage, and are subjected to constant appraisal, this diary makes clear that Charity Lecky herself is in pursuit of a partner, if not always for life, then at least symbolically, for the duration of the ball, and that the partner that she wishes for is explicitly an Irishman.40

Literature contains many examples of Irish men and women travelling to Bath seeking their fortune in the form of a husband or wife. Indeed, Lydia’s initial descriptions of Bath in Humphry Clinker describe ‘A great many gentlemen and ladies of Ireland’ (41), and the stereotype of the Irish fortune hunter is prevalent across a variety of texts from the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.41 The first outing of the figure of Sheridan’s belligerent Irishman, Sir Lucius O’tRigger, led to the character’s revision in subsequent performances of The Rivals, though his mistaken pursuit of Lydia Languish remained, while Mrs O’Donolly embodies the caricature of the older widow travelling to Bath to ‘gain a second husband’ in A Winter in Bath (1807). A more sinister example is observable in Amelia Opie’s Adeline Mowbray (1804), which reveals the intents of the libertine Sir Patrick O’Carrol, ‘a young Irishman, of an old family but an encumbered estate; and it was his wish to set his estate free by marrying a rich wife, and one as little disagreeable as possible. With this view he came to Bath…’42 In Charity Lecky’s search for dance partners, we repeatedly note an explicit preference for the company of Irishmen: ‘I was very well entertained & met a number of acquaintances – a countryman of my own’ (21-1-1797). Equally, she declines an escort to walk her home, hoping to once again be accompanied by a countryman, ‘there was another who I was intimate with who had before engaged to do me that service & was besides an Irish & a married man’ (8-2-1797). The man’s nationality is underscored to clearly communicate this element of his character as conveying a respectability, reliability, and, finally, a degree of suitability, as being one of her own, as she expresses above. Equally, Lecky acknowledges, albeit parenthetically, the regret and dissatisfaction experienced when it is an Irishman who ignores her at a dance: ‘Alas he is an Irishman but this (disappointment as it was) did not take from me any pleasure I would have had if he was not there’ (21-11-1796).
The Irishmen are but one nationality in attendance at the Bath balls, and the international composition of Charity Lecky’s dancing partners is made clear in the following entry, which places the Irish partners alongside those from France and England:

I got plenty of Dancing & most Excellent partners – English Irish & Frenchmen, & here I lamented much not being able to talk French for some of my partners could scarce speak a word of English, & I feared to attempt speaking French, so that we had but little conversation, but the Irishmen made up for it. (24-1-1797).

Charity Lecky acknowledges that she is unable to speak French, and her diary French is limited to a smattering of expressions such as ‘le jeune Mr J’ and ‘I was the only fille on deck’. Her inadequacies in the language limit her opportunities for conversing with potential suitors and attracting a partner. However, rather than overly lamenting this loss, the diarist emphasises the pleasures of conversing in English, and specifically in conversing with the Irishmen mentioned, and not their English counterparts. Knowledge of the French language was a competency generally shared by many elite women in eighteenth-century Ireland, as attested to by the numerous instances of the language’s employment across surviving letters from the period, as well as by the smaller numbers of women engaged in the process of translation. In addition to these elite women, and Catholics educated abroad, the third cohort who embraced the language were descendants of Huguenot refugees, such as the diarist Melesina Chenevix Trench. Trench converses in French throughout her writing, and her diary is peppered with French expressions, in addition to Latin phrases. As the diary progresses, there are entire paragraphs exclusively in French. She also describes speaking in ‘bad German’. One gets a sense of the privileging of an encompassing European identity in her diary, emanating from a core English rather than Irish perspective, with almost no sense of Trench thinking herself Irish at all. Indeed, she casts herself in the role of ‘English traveller’, and her references to England and Englishness (rather than Britishness) suggest a sense of connection, affiliation, and assimilation.

Knowledge of French and its employment could be used to signal one’s belonging to a broader European world, as well as to the Republic of Letters, incorporating this dimension into an Irish identity. The cosmopolitan European aspirations and achievements of numerous figures from Ireland are apparent in the life writing that survives from the eighteenth century, as well as in contemporary scholarship, such as Clíona Ó Gallchoir’s work on Maria Edgeworth. There is an absence of such a sense
of Europeanness in Lecky’s diary, and any hint of a transnational identity is limited to either side of the Irish Sea. While second language acquisition increased the opportunity of gaining a partner in a multilingual environment, and secured access to certain elite circles, the use of French could also be used to erase markers of difference. Several Irish diaries from the same period as Charity Lecky’s record the tendency of Irish men and women of all ages to speak French rather than English in order to disguise their Irish origins. For example, as the novelist Elizabeth Sheridan (1758–1837) relates, ‘Our Irish Doctor is very civil and talks french in Public, as he says “to hide his Brogue” I talk’d little but French the Whole evening...’ Sheridan herself had been accused of having accented English during her time in London, much to her father’s disgust, who dismissed any such suggestions. James Caulfield, the first Earl of Charlemont, goes further in his comment that, ‘the Irishman in London, long before he has lost his brogue, loses or casts away all Irish ideas, and, from a natural wish to obtain the goodwill of those with whom he associates, becomes, in effect, a partial Englishman. Perhaps more partial than the English themselves.’

Such manoeuvres and the accompanying desire to distance oneself from signifiers of difference, particularly in relation to nation, are entirely absent from Charity Lecky’s diary. Throughout the work as a whole there is a clear sense of Lecky’s pride in Ireland and those from that country. This echoes a general trend from the late eighteenth century, with the promotion of Irish language, culture, and customs being celebrated in the salons at Moira House in Dublin, for example, and in the work of those connected to that salon, such as writing by Joseph Cooper Walker and Charlotte Brooke. Those from different backgrounds are shown as embracing markers of Irishness and incorporating them into their work and their own sense of identity. Again and again, the reader encounters the diarist’s approval of Irish achievements, and Irish people, and indeed her praising of those who compliment them, for example, ‘liked the young Mrs Chapman very much for her liking the Irish people & their & my country, where she had spent some years’ (15-12-1796). She is presenting herself as a strong supporter of her country, and one intent on defending Ireland from its detractors, despite the taunts of those who might dismiss her opinions based on her age and her gender.

‘Young girls are not admitted’: Mixed-Gender Sociability and Age

While mixed-gender associational life in eighteenth-century Britain and Ireland was limited for women, who were generally denied access to societies, clubs, coffee houses, and taverns, diaries from Bath generally celebrate the many opportunities for
mixed-gender socialising to be found in that city. Marianne Fortescue’s diary, for example, attests to her attendance at balls in the Upper and Lower assembly rooms, and records bands performing in the pump room, as well as music performances in the Harmonic Society. Elizabeth Sheridan’s accounts of her time in Bath frequently mention inter-generational conversations between men and women, with most discussions involving her own father, as well as other literary family duos present there from Ireland, such as Charlotte and Henry Brooke, best known as the authors of *Reliques of Irish Poetry* (1789) and *The Fool of Quality* (1766–70) respectively. More unusually perhaps, Charity Lecky’s diary also offers glimpses of the diarist’s incursions into mixed-gender conversations on the traditionally-male topics of religion and religious dissent, as well as politics. Aileen Douglas argues that Lydia Melford gains insight and independence as the summer progresses, and in Lecky’s diary we see the diarist develop increased self-control, command, agency, and, perhaps, even maturity. One entry notes her own error in judging others, for example, ‘I must not forget to mention how very wrong I am in giving way to prejudice & forming an opinion of anyone by their 1st appearance – took him to be a ‘would-be genteleman’ but much sense & spirit, express himself with piety’ (1-11-1796), while on another occasion she recognises her naiveté after being avoided by one who had promised her a dance, declaring, ‘this affair will make me in future doubt those who brag or talk much or make many offers’ (21-11-1796).

Charity Lecky is extremely proud of her inclusion in conversations with certain men who do not dismiss her opinions outright, recounting how she found herself in the midst of certain conversations where it was generally thought that young women should not be permitted. During her own visit to Bath, Lydia Melford mentions her exclusion from intellectual discussions on account of her youth and gender, ‘Hard by the Pump-room, is a coffee house for the ladies; but my aunt says, young girls are not admitted, inasmuch as the conversation turns upon politics, scandal, philosophy, and other subjects above our capacity.’ (40). However, our diarist records over ten accounts of explicitly mixed-gender conversation, with religion the subject of debate on at least three occasions, as well as the abovementioned politics: ‘Mr Tassoon almost as he entered the room began to speak on Religious subjects & politics’ (15-12-1796). Charity notes the respect with which her opinions are greeted by a few men who do not dismiss her views out of hand: ‘Dr Bridges sat beside me & conversed as if he considered me more on a line with himself, or rather as a being who had a soul & some rationality than as an insignificant trifler which is the light men seems to me to view the younger part of our sex in general.’ (21-12-1796). Both quotations explicitly differentiate younger and older women, with the former seen as overly erratic, and
with a limited mental capacity, while it seems the latter may be admissible in certain circumstances. This is almost a direct inversion of the spatial realities of the assembly rooms in Bath, whereby the infamous rule stated that older women be relegated along with those who had not yet reached adolescence: ‘elder ladies and children be contented with a second bench at the ball, as being past, or not come to perfection.’

Charity’s transgression into these realms cause her to witness reflections on religion and politics that inevitably lead to commentary and utterances that become heated and controversial. One remarkable entry from Christmas Day 1796 encapsulates the different strands of the writer’s own sense of self, as well as her interactions with and treatment by others in Bath:

he got very warm speaking against the Roman Catholick Religion & said he would as soon trust himself with the Devil as with one of them, I could not help saying (for the honour of Ireland) that there were many of whom I had as good an opinion as to their truth, honesty & fidelity in that Religion as any other, & said everything I could in their favour. He turning sharp on me replied – I was too young to know anything about Religion, that no doubt plays Balls, Cards Concerts took up my time too much to have any to spare on the one thing needful. (25-12-1796).

Here, we again see the diarist taking pride in Ireland and defending and championing its honour. The Roman Catholic Irish are here to be defended explicitly for the sake of Ireland’s honour, as they form part of the make-up of the wider community. Their nationality sees Charity Lecky align herself with those of a different religion as she seeks to protect their reputation. The qualities she holds up for praise are truth, honesty, and fidelity. In the midst of many falsehoods circulated in the 1790s, several women sought to convince others of the fallacies being promulgated, and instead aimed to highlight the decency they perceived within the Catholic population. The correspondence of Elizabeth Rawdon, Lady Moira (1731–1808), for example, frequently refutes claims of Catholic violence and asserts the fabrication of events by others: ‘and that the Roman Catholics are to cut the throats of all the Protestants – In the course of the forty years I have belonged to this kingdom, that alarm has been yearly spread, without the least appearance & probability of such a danger.’ Disallowed from making speeches in the Irish parliament in the fashion of her husband or son, both of whom engaged in politics to differing degrees, Lady Moira asserts her opinions via the written and circulated word, utilising the letter as a means to communicate her views, and obtain an additional and powerful public platform. One of Ireland’s foremost salon hostesses, an older woman at the apex of elite Irish
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society, Lady Moira’s opinions carry a certain weight and may influence those of high social standing at the close of the century. In 1790s Bath, Charity Lecky’s youth and gender contribute to her opinion being immediately and summarily dismissed as that belonging to a young girl, one ostensibly too fixated on the associational life on offer to adequately understand the situation in Ireland. Her account of this challenge with an elder male portrays the two as pseudo-villain and pseudo-heroine, defaming and protecting Ireland respectively. The exchange also shows Charity Lecky willing to defy conduct book notions of propriety by expressing opinions on such a subject. It is the diary form that affords the young woman a platform to explore these opinions, to create a narrative voice, and to record her defence of the Roman Catholic Irish, as part of her understanding of both nation and national identity, despite her status as young, unmarried girl. Her diary writing enables her to construct a sense of self, and to process such encounters and dismissals, as part of her attempts at negotiating the transition into adulthood.

Conclusions

Bath offers a particularly rich site for considerations of the intersections between adolescent selfhood, life writing, and national identity, through its functioning as a highly attractive and popular leisure town and international marriage market, offering potential and committed diarists the opportunity for self-fashioning and self-presentation both in the assembly rooms and upon the page. A certain degree of performativity is clearly possible, as younger diarists in particular respond to other models and examples in their attempts to communicate a sense of self. Often embracing the tone, expressions, and even plot emphases of Humphry Clinker, the diary form is used by Charity Lecky to mediate her daily experiences away from home, and to situate herself in her new environment, establishing a sense of self through markers of engagement, affiliation, and signifiers of belonging, as well as through either condemnation or celebration of the actions of others. Charity Lecky’s diary presents us with the crafting of a sense of self shaped to a large degree by responses to a developing notion of an inclusive Irishness in the late eighteenth century, incorporating those of different backgrounds and faiths. The national identities she is presented with penetrate her creation of a coherent self, and shape her interpretation of her position within Bath and within British and Irish society, with varying results and emphases.

While Lecky’s diary offers a distinctly personal perspective on Irish identity, it also echoes the universal experiences endured by those of her youth and gender in a
society that dismissed and devalued the opinions of adolescent girls, who are routinely advised by guardians and conduct manuals not to appear too learned or intellectual. While casting herself as Irish, and explicitly embracing this facet of an identity that others strove to conceal, Charity Lecky’s gender and age inescapably form part of her lived experience of Bath. Her navigation of the Bath marriage market, with its contingent dancing and mixed-gender associational life, involve her person being dissected and rated; her body objectified; and her opinions dismissed. However, this article has shown how the diary form can function as a platform for such adolescents to record their beliefs and judgements, and to commit these opinions to the page when dismissed in person. Charity’s diary allows her to highlight her Irishness, her youth, and her gender throughout the myriad entries. These entries come together to communicate a lively narrative that replicates the cadences of those novels popular throughout Britain and Ireland. The diary form enables Charity to record her own opinions and perspectives – her defence of those from a Roman Catholic background; her celebration of Irish successes; and her belief in the validity of the opinions of young people, for example. Charity’s diary during her visit to Bath in the winter of 1796–97 allows her to better understand her own sense of selfhood and to navigate her place in the world, assisting her in the transition from childhood to adulthood.
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